Professor Burnett has set himself the task of writing a book on genetics for mycologists, and a book on mycology for geneticists. Although this is an admirable objective, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the author has fallen between the two stools.
The book commences with a good introduction to the biology of fungi, stressing features of genetic interest. There follow several chapters on the formal genetics of fungi. The first deals with mutants, mutagens, selection systems, cytogenetics, and extrachromosomal mutants, but the treatment is very superficial and rather dated. The comparative lack of recent references is in fact one of the more striking features of this book. For example, the only reference to fungal cytogenetics is to McClintock (1954) , the author claiming this to be "one of the rare genetical and cytological demonstrations of a translocation in fungi". There is no mention of more recent workers in this field such as Singleton, St Lawrence, Barry, or Phillips. Then come two substantial chapters on meiotic and mitotic recombination. The former gives a thorough coverage of ordered tetrad, unordered tetrad, and random spore analysis. There are, however, a few potentially confusing statelOO(-T+JvPD) ments, such as "percentage recombination is:
. This is, of total tetrads course, an estimate uncorrected for crossovers", which is found on page 59. In his treatment of mitotic analysis by somatic crossing over and homozygosis, on pages 75 and 76, the author would have us believe that an exchange in the right arm leads to homozygosis of all markers distal to the exchange, whereas an exchange on the left arm brings about homozygosis of the whole chromosome. In the next two chapters we are provided first with a rather superficial treatment of heterokaryosis, compatibility, and related topics, at the end of which are three pages on complementation and allelism which do not relate at all to the body of the chapter. There follows a chapter which satisfactorily reviews the genetics of extrachromosomal determinants.
Tn the last chapter of the second section, and in the entire third section, the author finds himself on more familiar territory, and gives a valuable and probably unique outline of fungal biometrical genetics, followed by a very thorough analysis of fungal population genetics.
The fourth section of the book deals with applications of fungal genetics. Of the four topics considered, the first two, on industrial applications, and pathogenicity, are both concisely but thoroughly treated. Then come reviews of research into the mechanism of recombination, and into gene action and regulation, but these are hardly "applications". The treatment of these two topics is very light in comparison to that found in standard works on fungal genetics.
To summarise, this is a book of rather mixed quality. On topics such as biometrics, population genetics, industrial applications, and pathogenicity, the book merits a place on any fungal geneticist's bookshelf. However, on This book attempts to combine the natural history and cell biology of higher organism chromosomes in the brief space of 171 pages. Inevitably, no book which packs enormous breadth into limited space can be entirely without criticism. However, this comment should not detract from the general high standard of the work and the authors are to be congratulated on their efforts. Essentially the book consists of two parts of approximately equal length, cell and developmental biology on the one hand and evolutionary biology on the other. Although this major subdivision is not marked as such in the book it clearly exists for there is little cross-reference between the two halves and the concluding chapter is really an extension of the second half of the book, having little to say of the first. This dichotomy shows that there is still much to be done before the full synthesis of chromosome biology can be achieved.
It is sad that a subject whose evidence is intensely visual should not be illustrated by a single photograph. These authors have in the past published some of the finest chromosome photographs, particularly of meiotic chromosomes. Drawings, especially those derived from electron micrographs, are poor imitations of the originals (see, for example, the representation of the synaptonemal complex on p. 56). Another strategy, presumably employed to economise on space, is the practice of attributing only some of the sources of information. This is a pity for it deprives the intelligent student of the opportunity to read the originals for himself and to reach his own conclusions which may be at variance with those of the authors.
The choice of subject material is generally well-balanced and up to date but there is no mention of chromosome banding. Also, the most recent work on chromatin structure, which has led to the concept of the nucleosome, is omitted and will require the modification of some parts of chapter 2 in any future edition. The book is well produced and the tables and diagrams clear, though there are a few errors and inconsistencies of style. For example (p. 20 ) the paper by Gall et al. (1971) does not show localisation of satellite DNA in the centric regions of Rhynchosciara and Triturus. Also, I found the data in tables 6, 7 and 11 difficult to compare since DNA contents are expressed in nucleotides, nucleotide pairs and picograms respectively. In conclusion I feel that this book could be of some use, especially at the
